Let's tidy up

Put the rubbish in the bin
Put the pencils, pens and felt tips away
Let's tidy up today

Clean the board, close your books
Put the rulers, glue and folders away
Let's tidy up today

Let's tidy, come on, let's tidy
Tidy up today

Put the scissors in the drawer
Pick up all the rubbish off the floor
Let's tidy up today

Let's tidy, come on, let's tidy
Tidy up today

Push your chair in, pack your bag
Stand in line and say goodbye, bye, bye-bye
Let's tidy up today

Let's tidy, come on, let's tidy
Tidy up today

Let's tidy, come on, let's tidy
Tidy up today

Let's tidy, come on, let's tidy
Tidy up today